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Abstract
We introduce a  Reversible Programmable Gate Array (RPGA)  based on regular structure to realize binary functions in reversible
logic. This structure, called a 2 * 2 Net  Structure, allows for more efficient realization of symmetric functions than the methods
shown by previous authors. In addition, it realizes many non-symmetric functions even without variable repetition. Our synthesis
method to RPGAs allows to  realize arbitrary symmetric function in a completely regular structure of reversible gates with smaller
“garbage” than the previously presented papers. Because every Boolean function is symmetrizable by repeating input variables, our
method is applicable to arbitrary multi-input, multi-output Boolean functions and realizes such arbitrary function in a circuit with a
relatively small number of garbage gate outputs. The method can be also used   in classical logic.  Its advantages in terms of
numbers  of gates and inputs/outputs are especially seen for symmetric or incompletely specified functions with many outputs.
1. Introduction and Background
In  [56] we introduced a method to realize symmetric and non-symmetric functions using 4*4 multi-valued Fredkin Gate of Picton.
Picton himself used this gate for realization of Digital Summation Threshold  Logic Device (DSTL) [34]. However, our previous
design  required two MV Fredkin gates per cell and introduced two garbage bits per cell, and Picton’s approach used gates that are not
realizable in truly reversible (quantum) logic. In both ours and Picton’s approaches, all cells were programmed by the same constants.
We found however that a better design can be done using the recently invented  3 * 3 Kerntopf gate. Our new design presented below
has a regular structure and introduces only one garbage output bit per cell.  Moreover, because the cell is controllable from the input, it
can be also programmed to realize one more set of functions, which leads to essential improvement of the whole idea and to a new
kind of programmable structure which we call RPGA. Not only is the cell able to create the AND/OR configuration used in symmetric
and threshold circuits [56,34], but it allows also to obtain NAND/IMPLICATION configuration. As the result, smaller realizations of
a wider class of symmetric functions can be found and less repetitions are required to realize arbitrary non-symmetric functions by
variable repetitions [51,52].
As proved by Landauer [20],[19], it is a necessary condition for power not be dissipated in the circuit that the circuit be build from
reversible gates (observe, necessary but not sufficient).  Reversible are circuits (gates) that have the same number of inputs and
outputs  and are one-to-one mappings between vectors of inputs and outputs; thus the vector of input states can be always uniquely
reconstructed from the vector of  output states. Conservative are circuits that have the same number of ones in inputs and outputs. Our
circuits are both reversible and conservative.  Because truly low-power circuits cannot be built without the concepts of  reversible
logic, various technologies for reversible logic are recently intensively studied. These technologies include; 1) standard CMOS that
can use university-available foundry, 2) optical technologies that can be realized with the state of the art materials, 3) quantum logic
(QL) technologies, some of which proved to be physically realizable only very recently.
Reversible logic adders [6-12] and complete microprocessors [45] have been built, but using perhaps some “ad hoc” and not
published logic design methods. Surprisingly little has been however published on systematic logic synthesis and optimization
methods for reversible and quantum logic. In theory, classical logic synthesis methods can be used, but when adapted to reversible
gates, they create unrealistically high numbers of additional gate output signals, making the circuit  extremely complex. When applied
to quantum logic, in addition they create an excessive number of Feynman gates used for wire crossing. A good synthesis algorithm
for reversible logic (RL) should not create an excessive “garbage” [17] or “waste of outputs”. Based on our previous research, we
found that there is a very good “match” between the requirements of  reversible logic [2,4,9,11,12,14,17,18,33,43,44] and the
opportunities given by the regular logic/layout structure [46] and Linearly Independent Logic [47,48]. We believe that regular
structures are good for reversible logic, because it is easier to re-use in them the additional outputs of reversible gates, instead of
“wasting” them. In addition, we believe that the Linearly Independent Logic [46,47,48] with  its reversibility properties  should be
useful as well. Observe for example, that the Shannon and Davio expansions are used for some outputs in fundamental reversible gates
of Fredkin and Toffoli, and their generalizations can be used to create new multivalued and multi-input (more than 3) reversible gates.
As just one example of our general methodology based on these principles, we introduce here a regular structure to realize symmetric
functions in binary reversible and quantum logic. This structure, although somehow similar to Lattice Structures introduced by us
previously [50,51] and especially the MOPS structures [52] as well as to realizations from [28,34], is new and we call it a 2 * 2 Net
Structure.  By a regular structure we understand a logic circuit  and its physical layout structure being an array of identical cells
regularly connected, or a structure composed of few, regularly connected, structures of this type, called planes. For instance, a well-
known PLA is a regular structure with AND and OR planes. EXOR PLA is a regular structure with AND and EXOR planes. By
regularly connected, we understand that every cell (except of boundary cells) is connected to its k neighbors. In the proposed
structure, the cell, composed of two gates, has two inputs from neighbors, two outputs to neighbors, and two garbage outputs.
The method presented below allows to realize arbitrary symmetric function in a completely regular structure of reversible gates with
little “garbage”. By a (totally) symmetric function [49] we understand a Boolean function which is invariant to permuting any of its
input variables. Partially symmetric function is invariant only to some input permutations. As discussed in [50] and the literature cited
there, every Boolean function can be made symmetric, or “is symmetrizable”. Functions are made symmetric by repeating their input
variables, for instance a function F(a,b,c) that is not symmetric becomes symmetric when transformed to (incompletely specified)
function F2(a1,b,a2,c) such that a1 = a2 =a and for every input vector  (a,b,c) F(a,b,c) = F2(a1,b,a2,c). This function has an output
don’t care for every combination of inputs when a1 != a2. Because every (multi-output) Boolean function is symmetrizable, our
method presented here  is applicable to arbitrary multi-input, multi-output Boolean function. Recently efficient methods for
symmetrization have been developed in our group, making application of the proposed here methods practical for at least some
percent of non-symmetrical functions. These methods make use of more general definitions of symmetry than presented here [52]. We
found that for  high percent of practical function benchmarks the number of variable repetitions is small.
The goal of our Portland Quantum Logic research group is to create efficient logic synthesis methodologies for RL and QL, based on
new gates, new structures (usually regular) and new design algorithms. The technique presented here is technology independent and
can be thus used in association with any known or future reversible technology (also with different gates used in the structure). We
believe, however, that the regularity of our networks will constitute an additional asset for the forthcoming technologies, especially
nano-technologies.
2. Regular structure of Kerntopf and Feynman gates to realize an arbitrary symmetric function in RPGA.
2.1. Kerntopf and Feynman Gates
Kerntopf gate [18] is described by equations: P = 1 @ A @ B @ C @ AB, Q = 1 @ AB @ B @ C @ BC,  R = 1  @ A @ B @ AC,
where @ denotes EXOR. When C=1 then P = A + B, Q = A * B, R = !C, so MAX/MIN  gate is realized on outputs P and Q  with C as
the controlling input value. When C = 0  then P = !A * ! B, Q = A + !B, R = A @ B. Therefore for control input value  0 the gate
realizes NAND and IMPLICATION on outputs P and Q. The Feynman gate, called also controled-not  or quantum XOR realizes
functions P = A, Q = A @ B. When A = 0 then Q = B, when A = 1 then Q = !B
2.2. Definitions
Let our area of interest be Boolean expressions that are specified as sum-of-products. There is a subset of such expressions  in which
every variable is either negated or not negated, but not both.
Definition 1. The variable that stands non-negated (positive) throughout the expression is called a positive polarity variable. Variable
that stands always in negative (negated) form (as a negated literal) is called a negative polarity variable.
Note: If function has n variables, and each variable is either positive or negative, there are 2 n different combinations of polarities of
input variables, which are called polarities of the functional expression. If all variables have positive polarity, the polarity of
expression is called positive. If all variables have negative polarity, the polarity of expression is negative. There are then 2 n various
polarities of expressions.
Definition 2. Unate function is a function expressed only using  AND and  OR  operators (for instance Sum-of-Products) in which
every variable has either positive or negative polarity, but not both.
Example 1: function f1 = ab + b c’  is unate and has polarity: a=positive, b=positive, c=negative. In short, it has the polarity (a,b,c)
= (1,1,0), when positive polarity of variable is denoted by 1 and negative polarity by 0. Function f2 = a b’ + a’ b is not unate. This is
EXOR gate, and it is a linear gate. All functions and gates can be characterized as: unate, linear and  other. Linear function is an
EXOR operator of  literals and constants. Function majority of three variables: f3 = ab + ac + bc is both symmetric and positive
unate.  Functions that are both positive unate and totally symmetric will be of our interest in this paper.
Definition 3. Totally Symmetric function that has value 1 when exactly k of its n inputs are equal one and exactly n-k remaining
inputs are equal 0, is called a single-index symmetric function, denoted by S k (x 1, x 2, …, x n ). Analogously, by S 
{ i,j,k} we denote
the function that is one when I, j, or k of its variables are equal one. Obviously, this notation can be extended to any number of
indices, so every symmetric function can be written as  S I (x 1, x 2, …, x n ), where I is any subset of the set of indices {0,1, 2,…n}.
It can be also easily checked that:
S I1 (x 1, x 2, …, x n ) AND S 
I2 (x 1, x 2, …, x n ) =  S 
I1 intersection  I2  (x 1, x 2, …, x n )                            (1)
 S I1 (x 1, x 2, …, x n ) OR S 
I2 (x 1, x 2, …, x n ) =  S 
 I1 union  I2  (x 1, x 2, …, x n )                                    (2)
S  I1 (x 1, x 2, …, x n ) XOR S 
 I2 (x 1, x 2, …, x n ) =  S 
 I1 symmetric_difference   I2  (x 1, x 2, …, x n )                (3)
Figure 1. Example of realization of some symmetric functions of three variables in the left plane from Fig. 2: (a) regular
structure from reversible MAX/MIN gates that realizes positive polarity unate symmetric functions, (b) indices of a
symmetric function of variables A,B,C; each cell includes an index of a symmetric function corresponding to it, for
instance, function S 2,3 (A,B,C) will have ones in cells with indices 2 and 3 and zeros in cells with indices 0 and 1.
3.2. 2* 2 Net Structures and RPGAs
Our regular structure of RPGA has two regular planes (Fig. 2). The first plane from left is a levelized triangular structure in which
the input variables correspond to the columns (we will call it also the triangular plane). The programming of part of the first plane
to OR/AND (MAX/MIN) combination is shown in Figure 1. In contrast to Lattices, however, the structure from Figure 1, when
realizing arbitrary multi-output function with geometrically adjacent output signals does not require variable repetition. (For some
multi-output functions such as “counter of ones in a binary string” the Lattice without repeated variables required to push the output
signals by few spaces apart. Or, these output signals were adjacent but the input variables had to be repeated. This was a
disadvantage of  Lattices for large multi-output symmetric functions, which was next attempted to improve in MOPS circuits [52]).
The structure of the first plane is planar, regular and algorithmically created. It realizes all positive unate symmetric functions
(PUS) of its input variables. The second structure from left in Figure 2 is just a sequence of columns of Feynman gates that converts
these PUS functions to arbitrary symmetric functions.  A  plane of Feynman gates uses its internal EXOR gates to realize every
output function as an EXOR of PUS functions from plane two. (Formula  (3)  above is used). This plane can be compared in its
functionality to the collecting OR plane in a standard AND/OR PLA that is used to realize a Sum-of-Product (SOP, DNF)
expression. It uses , however, EXOR as the collecting gate, similarly as in ESOP PLAs. Figure 1 illustrates how positive polarity
unate symmetric functions  can be created systematically in a regular planar arrangement of MAX/MIN modules. Observe that each
vertical output function, from top to bottom, includes the next function and are all positive polarity and unate. The sets of  indices of
the adjacent functions differ by one. Let us observe that positive unate symmetric functions generated on the outputs of the
triangular plane have a very nice property (3). However, because the EXOR gate is not reversible, we have to complete it to
Feynman gate by repeating one of its inputs to the output. Because our structure is regular, this does not complicate the structure. In
result, we obtain a structure such as shown in Figure 2. As we see, in this regular structure, we obtain not only the symmetric
functions of all variables, but also some additional functions. In addition to the method from this section, we created  a method to
use all these functions to synthesize arbitrary multi-output functions by EXOR-ing them in Feynman gates in the collecting plane.
4. Observations on notation
It is very important for logic synthesis using reversible/quantum gates to have a good notation. Currently there are three notations
for reversible/quantum circuits: Picton’s notation [34] shows only the standard inputs and outputs, as illustrated in Figure 4. The
disadvantage of this notation is that it does not emphasize the cost of the programming (constant) inputs and the garbage outputs, so
it is not a good heuristic to design quantum circuits, for instance the property of no wire crossing is not clearly seen. Fredkin’s
notation [17] shows also the individual gates in arbitrary (not timed) layout, but it uses quantum notation for gates and shows all
inputs and outputs of gates, so that the garbage is clearly seen in the schematics (Fig. 2).
Figure 2. Using Fredkin’s notation to draw the structure of RPGA: (a) the notation for a Kerntopf Gate used as a cell   in first
planel, (b) the notation for a Feynman gate used in the collecting plane, (c) realization of 5-input 2-output function
 <S 1,2(a,b,c,d,e) , S 2,4,5 (a,b,c,d,e)> in RPGA.
Observe in Figure 2 that horizontal outputs from Kerntopf gates PUS functions which are EXOR-ed using Feynman gates in the
right plane to create arbitrary symmetric functions at the bottom. Additional garbage outputs of Kerntopf gates which in any case
must be forwarded to the primary  output  (shown in bold for cells in upper row only) can be the inputs to Feynman gates in the
same way as the horizontal outputs, which extends the class of realizable functions in the structure with no repeated variables.  The
interrupted lines delineate levels of gates – this is useful to draw the Feynman-like quantum diagram and in timing analysis.
Observe that in this diagram not only garbage outputs must be extended to the primary circuit’s outputs but also constant control
inputs of gates should be taken from primary constant inputs of the circuit. This would make the circuit visually more complicated
but this is the only correct quantum interpretation. This figure clearly shows that reducing (unavoidable) garbage is the main
design problem of reversible computing from the logic synthesis and physical design point of view. Integrated “layout-driven logic
synthesis tools” should be thus created.
Conclusion. We showed the practical advantage of  Kerntopf gate over classical Fredkin and MV Fredkin gate of Picton to realize
symmetric functions. Although the number of wires in our circuit may look  excessive at the first glance to people unfamiliar with
reversible logic, its comparisons with  realizations obtained using other methods [6-12,17,31-33] illustrate the true advantages of using
regular structures of this type. The known methods create truly excessive numbers of “garbage” outputs for larger benchmarks.
Moreover, the circuit shown and the synthesis method for it can be significantly further improved, we have no space here to present
these improvements. Because of novelty of this topic we give full list of references. It can be shortened, if necessary.
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